senseFly
Ag 360
Fly. Know. Act.

“We were working
on an ag UAV ourselves,
but when we saw the eBee SQ
we thought, ‘Well, that drone is
already here!’”
Paul Fischer, Sales Manager, Arag, Australia

Watch your
productivity take off
In today’s market, every bushel counts, meaning
drive by scouting and flying toys won’t cut it.
senseFly’s professional Ag 360 solution
provides the in-depth aerial insights you need to
accurately monitor your crop’s development and
identify issues as early as possible.
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senseFly’s Ag 360 includes the large-coverage
eBee SQ drone and Pix4DFields, the world’s
leading drone mapping software; a combination
that is proven to help professionals around the
world boost yields and reduce inputs. And which
is compatible with your farming management
platform and precision agriculture machinery.

INSIGHTFUL
• A drone provides a unique perspective—
whether monitoring emergence, assessing
vigour or tracking disease
• The eBee SQ’s multispectral imagery,
combined with Pix4DFields, can help detect
issues early

EFFECTIVE
• Keep your operation profitable—especially
when commodity prices are low—by using
drone data to optimise yields & reduce inputs
• Highly accurate index maps improve your field
knowledge, helping you to identify & manage
problems more effectively

CONNECTED
• Ag 360’s software programs are fully
compatible with farm management
information systems (FMIS) & precision
agriculture equipment

FAST
• Same day insights–no waiting for expensive
manned aircraft or satellite imagery
• eBee SQ is ready to launch in two minutes
• Map up to 10x more per flight than small
multi-rotor drones–minimising downtime
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Intelligent insights
made easy
With senseFly’s Ag 360, there’s no need to learn
how to fly a drone. Just define the crop region
you want to map and launch the drone into the

air—the eBee SQ flies, captures images, and
lands itself. Leaving you to focus on using its
data to guide your decisions.

“The eBee SQ is an amazing instrument
that requires minimal training. Its sensor
can highlight differences between healthy and
unhealthy plants in a way that is not possible with
human monitoring or other technologies.”
Néstor Di Leo, Agronomy Engineer, Rosario National University, Argentina
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• Define the crops you want to scout
• Assess one or several fields per flight
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CAPTURE

• Fly to capture detailed multispectral images
• Up to 200 ha (500 ac) per flight at 120 m/400 ft AGL
(1,200 ha/2,965 ac per day*)

GENERATE

• Process the drone’s photos & transform these into
index maps showing crop health
• Enjoy ‘big picture’ (RGB) & detailed (multispectral) views

ACT

• Schedule further ground truthing or soil sampling,
or start treatment immediately
• Know your crop, act early

*) Based on six eBee SQ flights of 55 min each.
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Conceived and
supported by ag experts
Ag 360 was designed by senseFly’s team of
agricultural engineers and is professionally
supported by our extensive network of
distribution partners. These staff boast deep

real-world experience, having worked closely
with agronomists, growers and researchers
around the world to help them reap the very
best results from their drone technology.

“Capturing accurate data with an eBee SQ is easy—the
key to success is fusing your drone’s data with expert
agronomical insights. No matter what anyone says,
advanced algorithms can’t replace local experience on
the ground—your boots are still going to get dirty!”
Nathan Stein, fourth-generation farmer & senseFly Ag Solutions Engineer
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Season-long insights,
whatever your crop
Durable senseFly drone technology adds
value throughout the growing season, from
emergency and early growth assessments
right through to pre-harvest yield prediction.

Thanks to its four spectral bands, the eBee
SQ’s multispectral camera enables the
generation of highly precise health maps of
many different types of crop.

EXAMPLE DRONE USE PER GROWTH STAGE*

Emergence/stand analysis

Nutrient (N, P, K)/zone recommendations

Scouting/tissue & soil testing/yield estimation

Harvest/dry down

Insurance claims/monitor crops, treatments, changes

* Corn crop, Midwest, USA.
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End-to-end intelligence
senseFly’s Ag 360 is a complete aerial crop
analysis system. The precise, timely data it
provides—combined with ground truthing and
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agronomic knowledge—drives accurate decision
making, for a better quality crop, higher yields
and greater profits.

Included in Ag 360:

eBee SQ drone

• Flies up to 55 min
• Cover up to 500 ac (200 ha) per
55 min flight at 400 ft (122 m) AGL
• Sequoia multispectral camera

eMotion Ag flight & data
management software
•
•
•
•

Full FMS support
Import field boundaries
Multi-field flights
Multi-flight projects

Pix4DFields image
processing software
• Process drone images
• Generate accurate index maps
• Export machine-readable
prescriptions

Compatible with:
SMS Software,
MyJohnDeere, Trimble
Ag Software etc.

Education & support

• Free consultancy session: Agronomy Applied to Drone Data
• Full access to online Knowledge Base, regular customer
webinars, video tutorials & more
• Local, expert guidance from authorised senseFly partners
• Lifetime hardware & eMotion support
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Proven ROI across
multiple applications
senseFly’s eBee is the industry’s most
respected brand of professional drone, with
thousands of satisfied operators around
the world. Pix4D’s drone image processing
software meanwhile is the leader in its field,
boasting advanced radiometric processing,

tools such as a built-in index calculator, and
accurate, compatible application maps. These
products combine seamlessly to create a
uniquely powerful solution—senseFly Ag 360—
that is proven to help agricultural professionals
improve crop yields and reduce input costs.

“Our company has tried many different professional
UAV systems and the senseFly eBee is the only one to
consistently meet or exceed our expectations in the field
—it just works.”
Scott Hiebert, CEO, Green Aero Tech, Canada
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+17%
Canada

20%

Spain
Grape

Brazil
Sugar cane

Russia
Wheat

Growth assessment

Increase in production1

Variable rate
application

Nitrogen reduction2

USA
Blueberry

USA
Corn

Argentina
Soybean

France
Rapeseed & cereals

Water stress
assessment

Avg. revenue increase
per acre3

Flood damage
assessment

Avg. yield increase
(17,000 ac)4

Potato

1)

goo.gl/Rmdqcu 2)goo.gl/SzC9dC 3)goo.gl/U3BHcP 4)goo.gl/TdbjGF
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Book a demo today at www.senseFly.com

At senseFly, we believe in using technology to make work safer and more
efficient. Our proven drone solutions simplify the collection and analysis of
geospatial data, allowing professionals in surveying, agriculture, engineering and
humanitarian aid to make better decisions, faster. senseFly was founded in 2009
and quickly became the leader in mapping drones. The company is
a commercial drone subsidiary of Parrot Group.
Backed with over ten years of scientific research, Pix4D is the industry leader in
professional drone mapping and photogrammetry software. The dynamic and
rapidly expanding company is based in Lausanne, Switzerland, with offices in San
Francisco, Shanghai and Berlin. www.pix4d.com

